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INTRODUCTION1
The 1st millennium BCE sees the emergence of the earliest
“global” empire of the world: in the 6th to 4th centuries
BCE, the Persian empire of the Achaemenid royal house
spans an area that covers a large part of Asia while
extending into Europe and Africa. It is characterized by a
high degree of cultural diversity—in the vast territory of
the empire, but also in the local communities—and is held
together by a close-knit administration, military actions,
and a high degree of mobility, both of people and
commodities.2 The upcoming of this degree of
globalization can be observed in the 8th to 6th centuries
BCE in the closely interwoven Eastern Mediterranean Area
of Connectivity (see below) reaching at least from the
Upper Nile (fifth cataract) to the Black Sea region and from
the Iberian Peninsula to the Zagros Mountains. Despite
some rather dominant obstacles for researching the issue
of cross-regional mobility, this period provides an
insightful historical perspective for observing mechanisms
and strategies, which accompany an intensifying degree
of globalization. 
For the 8th to 6th centuries BCE we can draw on a wide
range of material sources from all over the area, which are
richly supplemented by a much more comprehensive
spread of textual sources than ever before— coming from
the wider Zagros area (and beyond), Mesopotamia, Asia
Minor and the Black Sea region, the eastern Mediterranean
(and especially the Aegean) islands, the Balkan Peninsula,
Italy, the Western Mediterranean region, the Nile Valley
up to the fourth cataract region, the Arabian Peninsula,
and the Levant.3 This is a major advantage, but also a big
challenge: the diversity of the sources requires a large
number of different specializations, both within the
various area studies and regarding cross-regional
connectivity. As a consequence, the issue of cross-regional
mobility can only be studied on the basis of a high degree
of cross-disciplinarity. Especially, the strong connection
between Asia Minor and the “Greek World” with Egypt,
the Levant, and the Near East can only be researched
comprehensively if the prevailing dichotomy between
Classics and Oriental Studies is overcome (see also below,
the section on “structural impediments due to academic
research organization”).
THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA OF CONNECTIVITY IN
THE 8TH TO 6TH CENTURY BCE
Principal assumption of this contribution and the
workshop underlying the volume at hand is that the glocal
(i.e., the interwoven cross-regional, local, and personal)
strategies of the cross-regional and local powers in the
wider Eastern Mediterranean region of the 8th and early
7th century BCE trigger a development of so far
unappreciated impact on the social history of the area. 
ThE TIMEFrAME oF ThE 8Th To 6Th CENTUry BCE
As can be witnessed in the micro-pond of northern Egypt,
the influx of people from beyond the Nile delta and from
the Nile valley up to the first Nile cataract becomes much
more diversified in the 8th, and especially from the 7th
century BCE onward.4 one major factor for this increase
of cross-regional mobility and subsequent cultural
diversity can be pinpointed to the expansion politics of the
cross-regional “super-powers”—the Kushite and Assyrian
empires. They meet in the later 8th and first half of the 7th
century BCE in the southern Levant and northern Egypt
without succeeding in firmly controlling that area.5 The
military campaigns of the Kushite and Assyrian (and later
the Neo-Babylonian, Saitic Egyptian, and Achaemenid)
kingdoms temporarily bring in soldiers and diversified
retinue in addition to the continued arrival of people from
the southern Nile area, the Levant, and the Libyan Desert.
Even more significant, at least in the view of the author,
may be the local strategies aimed at political and to some
extent even existential survival in the buffer area of the
Kushite and Assyrian super-powers, the Nile delta, and
southern Levant. They result in new sets of alliances
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forged within that buffer area and most prominently with
communities across the sea, especially in Caria in the
southwest of Asia Minor, but also in Ionia, the Adriatic
islands, and along the Levantine coast.6 As a consequence,
Egyptian societies become much more culturally
diversified, incorporating at least persons adhering to local
Egyptian cultural traditions as well as to those rooted in
Libya, Kush, Arabia, the Levant, Assyria, Babylonia,
Persia, southeast Anatolia, Asia Minor, the eastern
Mediterranean islands, and the southern Balkan
Peninsula. hence, the preserved language diversity from
8th to 6th century BCE Egypt includes at least Egyptian,
Aramaean, hebrew, Akkadian, Elamite, old Persian,
Carian, and Greek sources.7 Although the scope of sources
from Egypt is exceptional, similar evidence is to be found,
e.g., in 7th century Assyria, 7th and 6th century Babylonia,
and 6th century Persia (see Fig. 1) and possibly even in the
Kushite heartland.8
ThE GEoGrAPhICAL FrAME oF ThE EASTErN MEDITErrANEAN
ArEA oF CoNNECTIVITy
The geographical scope of the increased degree of mobility
in the wake of the Kushite and Neo-Assyrian, the Saitic
Egyptian, Neo-Babylonian, and Achaemenid expansion
politics toward the eastern Mediterranean is largely
circumscribed by the areas of (claimed) control and
settlement politics of what one might call the major players
at that time. As they overlap in the eastern Mediterranean
(see Figs. 2–3), I suggest the terminus Eastern
Mediterranean Area of Connectivity (originally and less
satisfactorily “Great Area of the Wider Eastern
Mediterranean region” [“Großraum Mittelmeeran-
rainer”]) for the extent of close-knit connectivity in the area
between the region of the fifth Nile cataract to the Black
Sea and from the Iberian Peninsula to the Zagros
Mountains (and beyond). The eastern Mediterranean is
perceived as a pivotal zone, which in itself is an area of
intensive and extensive connectivity and which closely
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FIGURE 1: Simplified scope of
influxes of people to Assyria,
Egypt and Persia in the 7th and
6th centuries BCE (underlying
satellite map: Natural Earth II
[idealized landcover]).
FIGURE 2: Sketch of the expanse
of the East Mediterranean Area
of Connectivity in the 8th to
mid-6th century BCE—outlined
by the areas of (claimed) control
or direct influence of the major
players overlapping in the East
Mediterranean (underlying
satellite map: Natural Earth II
[idealized landcover]).
binds together the various overlapping areas of cross-
regional interests: predominantly the areas of settlement
and close contact of the Phoenicians across most of the
Mediterranean and of the so-called Greek World in the
northern Mediterranean region to the Black Sea, with
occasional extensions to northeast Africa and the spheres
of control and direct influence of the Neo-Assyrian and
Neo-Babylonian as well as of the Egypto-Kushite and
Libyo-Egyptian kingdoms in West Asia extending across
the (south)eastern Mediterranean from the east and the
south (see Fig. 2).9
This Area of Eastern Mediterranean Connectivity
increases significantly due to the expansion politics of the
Achaemenid Empire, which roughly doubles the area of
close control and direct influence, and multiplies the area
of claimed control and close connectivity even further (see
Fig. 3).
THE CHALLENGE OF STUDYING CROSS-REGIONAL MOBILITY
AND ITS SOCIAL IMPACTS
research on the increasing geographical scope and
intensity of cross-regional mobility across the eastern
Mediterranean and beyond in the 8th to 6th century BCE
is currently severely hampered by conceptual, sources-
inherent, and research-organizational issues.
SoME TErMINoLoGICAL ISSUES
one key challenge concerns the modern terminology and
underlying concepts necessarily to be used when
describing and illustrating ancient phenomena in any
modern language. This is not the place for an introduction
into the relevant theoretical discussion, although some
further reading will be provided. Instead, the intended
scope of the workshop on “People on the Move:
Framework, Means, and Impact of Mobility across the East
Mediterranean region in the 8th to 6th c. BCE (3–6 August
2015, Ch-Castelen)” and of the proposed research agenda
(see below) is illustrated by explicating the choice of
terminology.
The phrase people on the move has been selected to
highlight the emphasis on the mobility of human beings:
the act of their covering geographic space and its
immediate impact on the various groups of human beings
concerned.10 The consequences of this mobility on the
natural environment or the mobility of commodities are
deliberately set aside for a more concise collection of
sources with focus on the humans behind the preserved
artifacts: the traveler, the person in motion irrespective of
motivation, conditions, and distance covered, and the
persons with whom the traveler is connected: the
individuals or groups left behind when the traveler leaves
(= yielding communities) and those s/he comes into contact
with during a break or at the end of the trip (= receiving
communities) regardless of the duration and intensity of the
stay and the composition and size of the group of persons.
Consequently, traveler is not used in the specific sense of
“tourist” or person producing travel or itinerary
“literature,” but in the broadest possible sense of a person
covering (measurable geographical) distances at any given
time span.
The focus on cross-regional mobility is primarily chosen
for feasibility reasons. The chances to find sources yielding
information on mobility are much higher if a certain
distance is involved, as everyday short-distance mobility
is less likely to receive comment or to be perceived in the
preserved archaeological record. Not to exclude the latter,
the scope is deliberately left vague: cross-regional may
imply the neighboring town as well as a trip across the
viii
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FIGURE 3: Extended East Mediterranean Area of Connectivity in the late 6th
century BCE due to the expansion of the Achaemenid Empire (underlying
satellite map: Natural Earth II [idealized landcover]).
Mediterranean sea or a large distance, e.g., from inner
Africa to Mesopotamia. on a topic level, the aim is to
reveal the practicalities of getting from A to B and the
immediate impact of the trip’s preparation, process and
consequences on the people involved. Whether the
relocation is done by choice, force, or any shading in
between is at this stage perceived as secondary. Also, the
impact of the modus of mobility—on foot, on a litter, on
and/or with animals, on conveyance media as ships or
vehicles, on land, via inland waterways or by sea voyage—
is relegated to more specific studies, which can draw on a
larger source basis first to be compiled. The same applies,
e.g., to the size of the traveling group and the degree of
organization behind the mobility.
SoME SoUrCES-INhErENT ISSUES
Due to the selectiveness of source production and
preservation, the available information is spread over
different source genres: e.g., thoughts, impressions,
feelings, motivations, etc. can be gleaned only from textual
sources. Nevertheless, it is often difficult (as well as
neglected) to judge the impact of their intrinsic agendas
on the information provided. In addition, their scope of
information is inherently biased towards the affluent
and/or politically powerful strata of society. Much more
widely spread—both, regarding their geographical and
societal scope—are uninscribed commodities, although
they defy specific information on the person who
possessed or manufactured the artifacts. human remains
may currently reveal distinct relocation in or after
childhood,11 but other kinds of mobility and especially of
adult mobility are still untraceable, as are the reasons for




iconographic sources or the
biogeophysical environment
partially allow the recon-
struction of the practical
framework of living, including
indications on the habitability
and crossability of certain areas.
Nevertheless, if not accom-
panied by specific epigraphic
data, they tell neither who
decided on their design or
exploration nor why they were
used, by whom, and in which
way. 
Consequently, the available
sources and their interpretation
will always remain deficient, but a comprehensive
approach, which integrates textual, iconographical,
material, and biogeophysical data, can provide significant
insights into the practicalities and social impacts of cross-
regional mobility at the period in question.
STrUCTUrAL IMPEDIMENTS DUE To ACADEMIC rESEArCh
orGANIZATIoN
Such an integrative approach, which combines the various
source genres within the geographical scope of the whole
Eastern Mediterranean Area of Connectivity in the 8th to
6th century BCE, is currently severely impeded by the
structural organization of academic research of that
period. The prevailing regional specializations, which
developed due to largely very distinct language and
material data sets (see Fig. 4), resulted in academic subject
areas focusing primarily on Greece, Italy, and Western
Asia Minor (Classics), on Mesopotamia and adjacent areas
(Ancient Near Eastern Studies), on the West Semitic
languages in the Levantine coastal areas (West Semitics),
on the southern Levant (Bible Studies), or on the Nile
valley and delta up to the first or second cataract
(Egyptology).
In the 2nd millennium, when these areas were closely
interconnected in the royal sphere and representational
monuments keep adhering largely to the regional cultural
traditions, the issue of connectivity became a prominent
part of academic research.12 In contrast, a substantial
amount of the material evidence from the first half of the
1st millennium BCE defies research based on such a
regional specialization, as the funerary stelae combining,
e.g., Egyptian and Carian, Ionian, or Aramaic elements
exemplify.13 The same holds true for cross-regional
mobility, which does not stop at the borders of the major
research and teaching areas dealing with the relevant
geographical and chronological frame (see Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4: Simplified scope of influxes of people to
Assyria, Egypt and Persia in the 7th and 6th century BCE
overlayed by the core regions focused upon in teaching
and research in the prevailing major academic subject
areas dealing with the East Mediterranean Area of
Connectivity in the 8th to 6th century BCE (underlying
satellite map: Natural Earth II [idealized landcover]).
CROSS-REGIONAL MOBILITY IN THE 8TH–6TH CENTURY BCE
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA OF CONNECTIVITY: AN
AGENDA
In order to trigger the necessary scope and degree of cross-
disciplinary research on the social impact of intensified
cross-regional mobility in the 8th to 6th century BCE, I will
finally outline various practical issues and subsequent
research questions concerning the organizational
framework of this cross-regional mobility and the impact
of the act of traveling on the traveler as well as on the
communities left behind and/or receiving the traveler(s)
on a short- or long-term basis.
ThE orGANIZATIoNAL AND BIoGEoPhySICAL FrAMEWorK
A very basic observation to be taken into account is that
any kind of mobility functions in and depends on an
organizational and biogeophysical framework. Although
this may be considered as self-evident, academic reality
defies such a valuation. At best, information on this
framework is meager, especially for the time period in
question: I am not aware of a single study addressing, e.g.,
how the Carian mercenaries stationed at Memphis and
supplementing the Kushite, Saitic, and later on the
Achaemenid armies actually came to Egypt, who
organized the trip and stop-overs, how the final
immigration and incorporation into the army took place,
etc.14 Due to the cross-regional nature of this mobility, its
frameworks have to be researched with focus on the whole
area of connectivity, for which there is little scope within
the current area-focused academic structure (see above,
including Fig. 4). It is not enough to plot vague trading
routes: a much more detailed discussion is needed to
which extent the biogeophysical framework of the first
half of the 1st millennium BCE can be reconstructed15 and
how this affected mobility on an organizational and
emotional level.16 This requires not only a much more
entangled engagement between highly specialized
scholars in the studies of ancient history encompassing
specializations in area and in cross-cultural studies, but
also a close cooperation with colleagues from the wider
field of human and natural geography including
geomorphology, climatology, maritime studies, etc.
This would potentially allow answers to various
fundamental questions: which routes could be used under
which conditions? Was the biggest challenge to cover a
stretch of land or water without being seen and/or
attacked by wild animals, raiders, or “the enemy”? or was
the principal difficulty to outsmart nature by bringing
enough foodstuffs etc. to last through an uninhabitable
stretch? Consequently, did the preparatory organization
require to calculate the trip for a small and quick band of
people or for a large group of persons who could defend
the baggage train but required a large percentage of it for
their and their animals’ survival? Was it more convenient
to use a shorter, but more dangerous/difficult route, or a
longer one, which was easier to navigate or where one
could draw on royal or other institutionalized protection? 
Need and could one camp anywhere or would one
follow a route lined with road stations—in form of
caravanserais or other hostel-like establishments or via
private or institutionalized hospitality? how could and/or
did one learn about these issues? Were they transmitted
via taverns etc. situated close to the major sea or river
ports? or was the information gathered in the temples, in
town, or in the palace administration? For which kind of
routes and other planning issues did one go where? had
the traders some kind of “old boys network,” which
potential travelers could relate to? 
And how was a passage on a ship or in a caravan
“booked”? Did these situations arise only rarely, yet often
enough that there was some kind of accommodation
available on a small or large cargo or military ship, which
could be paid for on the spot? E.g., did the Carian
mercenaries later to be witnessed as part of the Egyptian
and Achaemenid armies band together as a group and hire
vessel and captain to bring them over, or was the transport
arranged beforehand between the local powers?
Although these and many other related issues may
never be satisfactorily laid open by the available sources,
they must have been important issues and therefore some
indications should be found when explicitly looked for. So
far, academia is inclined to look to some extent at the
origins of materials,17 but “foreign” people are discussed
predominantly with regard to their material or textual
representations in the short- or long-term immigration
context, as, e.g., the case with the Judean and Carian
communities of 7th to 4th century Egypt.18 Also in an
Ancient Near Eastern Studies context, these two groups
received more attention with regard to their mobility: cf.
the discussion of re-stationing Carian mercenaries in
Memphis and later in Borsippa,19 or the micro-historic
studies on repatriated Judean exiles from Babylonia.20
ThE TrAVELEr AND ThE ACT oF TrAVELING
Possibly even more difficult to research than the
reconstruction of the organizational effort required for
cross-regional mobility is the actual act of traveling and its
effect on the traveler. once more the difficulties are largely
due to the inherent characteristics of the preserved
sources: most likely, personal letters or literary works will
provide some information on who or which factors and
motivations actually decided whether to leave or to stay,
what was feared to happen and actually happened on a
trip, and what kind of reception one would expect
onboard etc. during stop-overs or at the final destination.
Another potentially revealing corpus of sources are
specific prayers, prophecies, etc. relating to mobility,
although the selection preserved in writing is likely to be
exceedingly distorted regarding the actual scope of
travelers and traveling. 
Especially from the earlier times, i.e., the time of Neo-
Assyrian expansion politics toward the eastern
Mediterranean, such evidence at least from Neo-Assyrian
sources is inherently scarce: most of the textual sources
dug up are from state archive contexts, complemented by
x
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smaller archives of predominantly private legal
documents.21 Still, the royal annals, brief administrative
entries on troop movements, and control posts do also
provide some indications, although the inherent agenda
of these (and any other) sources have to be taken closely
into account.22 Similarly, evidence from 8th and 7th
century BCE Egypt derives mainly from sources less likely
to address these issues: apart from very few early Aramaic,
cursive hieratic and early demotic documents, we can
draw only on material and epigraphic sources, which by
their nature do not (or only marginally) tell us about the
emotions and thoughts of the travelers or even the
practicalities of traveling, but only—if at all—on the cachet
won by such ventures.23 rather symptomatically, much
more diversified and specific indications can be gleaned
from early Greek literature, in which traveling in one way
or another is an important topic.24 Although much more
rewarding, these kinds of sources are also fraught with
pitfalls: it is often unanswerable, whether the described
practicalities reflect contemporary realities or either
traditional topoi or misrepresented hearsay. This can even
be enhanced by the academic practice of incorporating
information deriving from large diachronic timeframes
without explicitly and prominently laying open to which
extent the source or information content may be
adequately interpolated for a different socio-historical
context.25 Similarly, the agenda of the literary text may not
always be obvious: is the difficulty of traveling enlarged
respectively minimized for the specific audience or by
convention for literary effect for the purposes of
storytelling?26 Despite all those limitations, a comparative
study joining specialist expertise from all relevant area
studies should yield a much more detailed picture on the
justified and imagined fears and hopes as well as the
actual practicalities, dangers, and events accompanying
the act of cross-regional travel. 
Concerning the most likely encountered attitudes
towards “foreigners,” a good starting point may be a cross-
regional comparative study on the semantic field of
“foreign(er)” covering the connotational frame foe–other–
fellow resident–guest.27
Another line of investigation meriting a detailed and
cross-disciplinary survey concerns long-term emigration
as aim or as result of traveling in the 8th to 6th century
BCE: as an example, how does the Egyptian literary topos
of “wanting to die in Egypt,” respectively “abhorrence of
being in the foreign,” relate to the evidence of actual long-
term emigration (by force or choice) to Assyria?28
ThE yIELDING AND rECEIVING CoMMUNITIES
Currently, the study of “foreign” communities in 8th to
6th century BCE Egypt and Assyria features a striking
characteristic: material output by or for “foreigners” tends
to be presented as produced by homogeneous groups.29
This indicates an underlying modern perception and
construction of ancient foreign communities living ghetto-
like together and following joint undifferentiated
strategies of independence or acculturation as a group.30
A second approach focuses on prosopography and
especially on genealogy and onomastics.31 Questions
dealing with the socio-historical impact of increasing
multi-, inter-, trans-, cross-culturality etc. are often left out,
even regarding rather general questions: how did local
“foreign” communities deal with the enhancement of their
numbers? how were travelers housed and how did this
affect the receiving private or institutional households? If
there was a general right of hospitality and travelers were
housed and fed at short notice, did the “guests” bring their
own food and sleeping facilities? Did one sleep in mattress
dorms, where a mattress or sleeping roll more or less was
of minor importance? or were the travelers assigned a
separate space in the house—specifically kept for travelers
or improvised instantly? or would they camp somewhere
outside, but could use some of the local facilities as water,
the household or communal bread oven etc.? To which
extent did these issues differ in rural and town contexts,
in mild and rough climates, in more closely administered
communities versus more isolated and/or self-contained
households? 
A comprehensive study of such issues would require a
much wider re-positioning of mainstream and marginal
topic areas in the various academic research fields: e.g., in
most of Egypt and the Near East in the 8th to 6th century
BCE not much is known about housing of about 90%—if
not more—of the population: archaeological digging—if
researching this period at all—is mainly confined to
palaces, temples, and tombs related to major cities.32
Nonetheless, the indicated issues could at least be
addressed for an institutionalized context and to highlight
further desiderata to be researched.
A second major issue, which is probably highly typical
for the current zeitgeist and cultural background of the
author, concerns the agency of the travelers and its impact
on themselves and the communities in which they live:
could they decide or were they driven (by actual force or
adverse circumstances) to relocate and join one or another
community? And if the former, how did the decision to
integrate oneself into the community or to keep one’s
distance affect the local “foreign,” mixed, and traditional
local communities, as well as the policy towards
“foreigners”?
A further topic area, which is equally under-
represented,33 concerns the communities left behind: as
already indicated above, they often fall through the cracks
due to the boundaries of area specializations and the
specific limitations of most sources, which do not yield
much information on the former biographic histories of
their owners or producers. Given the much-increased
degree of cross-regional mobility and sometimes heavy
strain on the communities, from which substantial
segments of the elite, specialists, or even major percentages
of their inhabitants left by force or choice at crucial times




NOTE ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THIS VOLUME
The scope of scholars having shown interest for these
kinds of questions and joined the workshop underlying
the volume at hand reflects many of the issues set out
above: although substantial effort was made to circulate
the call for papers within the Oriental Studies as well as in
the Classics communities, the success in overcoming the
dichotomy between these major academic subject areas
was limited. Also characteristically, the presented papers
are based on very regionally specialized case studies,
although each crosses borders of traditional subject areas.
In order to indicate the much wider potential of the
presented case studies, a joint synthesis is added at the
back of the volume, in which all authors outline the
principal argumentation lines and results of their papers
and briefly respond more generally to the key workshop
questions. I wish to thank all workshop participants, the
co-authors of this volume, the journal editors and the
reviewers for their input, discussion, enthusiasm and
cooperation.
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based, was organized within the scope of my Visiting
Scholar year at Leiden University: Institute for Area
Studies with the financial and organizational support
of my home institution Basel University: Egyptology.
I would like to thank especially Susanne Bickel,
Katharina Waldner, Maghiel van Crevel, and Caroline
Waerzeggers for making this possible. The design of
this introductory article was shaped within the
framework of my guest curatorship at the Allard
Pierson Museum Amsterdam, for which I am
indebted to Wim hupperetz and Jorrit Kelder. It
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grant of the Swiss National Science Foundation
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allowed me to research the underlying corpus of
sources. For a specific case study from these sources
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2     regarding the assessment of the empire’s “globality,”
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(accessed 19 May 2016) and the European research
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(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004). An
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compilation of available source editions remain
desiderata.
4     See, e.g., Günter Vittmann, Ägypten und die Fremden
im ersten vorchristlichen Jahrtausend, Kulturgeschichte
der antiken Welt 97 (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern,
2003); Jan Krzysztof Winnicki, Late Egypt and Her
Neighbours: Foreign Population in Egypt in the First
Millennium BC, The Journal of Juristic Papyrology
Supplement 12 (Warszawa: Warsaw University
Faculty of Law and Administration, Institute of
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2009).
5     See Melanie Wasmuth, “Mapping Political Diversity:
Some Thoughts on Devising a historiographical Map
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(eds.), Mapping Ancient Identities: Kartographische
Identitätskonstruktionen in den Altertumswissenschaften,
Berlin Studies of the Ancient World (Berlin: Topoi
Edition, forthcoming). See also Dan’el Kahn,
“Taharqa, King of Kush and the Assyrians,” Journal of
the Society for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities 31 (2004):
109–128; Dan’el Kahn, “The Assyrian Invasions of
Egypt,” Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur 34 (2006):
251–268; Kenneth Anderson Kitchen, The Third
Intermediate Period in Egypt (1100–650 BC)
(Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1986 [2nd edition; 1st
edition: 1973]); Jan Moje, Herrschaftsräume und
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between Egypt, Kush and Assyria,” in Jana Mynářová
(ed.), Egypt and the Near East—The Crossroads.
Proceedings of an International Conference on the
Relations of Egypt and the Near East in the Bronze Age,
Prague, September 1–3, 2010 (Prague: Charles




6     See, e.g., Damien Agut-Labordère, “Approche
cartographique des relations des pharaons saïtes
(664–526) et indépendant (404–342) avec les cités
grecques,” in Laurant Capdetrey and Julien Zurbach
(eds.), Mobilités grecques. Mouvements, réseaux, contacts
en Méditerranée, de l’époque archaïque à l’époque
hellénistique, Scripta Antiqua 46 (Paris: Ausonius,
2012): 219–234; Alan B. Lloyd, “The Greeks and Egypt:
Diplomatic relations in the Seventh–Sixth Centuries
BC,” in Pangiotis Kousoulis and Konstantinos
Magliveras (eds.), Moving Across Borders: Foreign
Relations, Religion and Cultural Interactions in the
Ancient Mediterranean, orientalia Lovaniensia
Analecta 159 (Leuven, Paris and Dudley, MA: Peeters
and Departement oosterse Studies, 2007), 35–50; Peter
W. haider, “Kontakte zwischen Griechen und
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